SpaceWire

SpaceWire has emerged as one of the main data-handling networks for use onboard spacecraft since the SpaceWire standard was published in January 2003. It is now being used on many ESA, NASA, JAXA and Roscosmos spacecraft and by research organisations and space industry across the world. It is being widely used on scientific, Earth observation, commercial and other spacecraft.

What is SpaceWire?
SpaceWire is a computer network designed to connect together instruments, mass-memory, processors, downlink telemetry, and other sub-systems onboard spacecraft. It provides high-speed (2 to 200 Mbit/s), bi-directional, full-duplex, data links which connect together SpaceWire enabled equipment. Networks can be built to suit particular applications using point-to-point data links and routing switches. Application information is sent along a SpaceWire link in discrete packets. Control and time information can also be sent along SpaceWire links.

Purpose of SpaceWire
The purpose of the SpaceWire standard is to:
- facilitate the construction of high-performance on-board data handling systems,
- help reduce system integration costs,
- promote compatibility between data handling equipment and subsystems,
- encourage re-use of data handling equipment across several different missions.

Use of the SpaceWire standard ensures that equipment is compatible at both the component and sub-system levels. Instruments, processing units, mass-memory devices and downlink telemetry systems using SpaceWire interfaces developed for one mission can be readily used on another mission. This reduces the cost of development, reduces development timescales, improves reliability and most importantly increases the amount of science that can be achieved within a limited budget.

Advantages of SpaceWire
One of the main advantages of SpaceWire is its low complexity (hence low gate count) and the fact that it can be implemented easily in both ASICs and FPGAs. SpaceWire interfaces can be implemented in around 5000 to 8000 logic gates. This makes it possible to include one or more SpaceWire interfaces together with application logic or a micro-computer on an FPGA or ASIC. SpaceWire uses data-strobe encoding, where a serial data signal and a strobe signal are sent on two differential pairs. The strobe signal is defined so that clock recovery is achieved by simply XORing together the data and strobe signal. No phase-locked loop is required, making it easy to implement a SpaceWire interface in any digital ASIC or FPGA device. Data-strobe encoding also gives good skew tolerance.

SpaceWire is bi-directional, using two twisted pairs in each direction. The use of LVDS for the physical level allows complete SpaceWire devices, including LVDS drivers and receivers, to be implemented on a single chip, and provides the fault tolerant properties of LVDS.

SpaceWire is a packet switching network that uses wormhole routing switches for routing packets across the network. Wormhole routing was adopted because it minimizes the amount of buffer memory needed in the routing switches, an important consideration for implementation in radiation tolerant chips where memory is at a premium.

There is no restriction on the topology of a SpaceWire network. A network is constructed from point to point links and routing switches. When more than one link connects a pair of routing switches, group adaptive routing can be used to share the bandwidth of the links or to provide for fault tolerance, with rapid recovery from a link failure.

SpaceWire provides support for the distribution of time information to all nodes on a SpaceWire network. This can be done with a resolution of a few microseconds.

The SpaceWire Standard
The SpaceWire standard was authored by Steve Parkes, Chief Technology Officer of STAR-Dundee Ltd, with input from engineers from across Europe. SpaceWire is published by the European Cooperation for Space Standardization with the latest revision titled ECSS-E-ST-50-12C Rev.1 May 2019. The standard can be downloaded from [http://spacewire.esa.int](http://spacewire.esa.int).

The SpaceWire standard is divided into several layers:
- Network Layer which details how a message is delivered from a source node to a destination node.
- Data Link Layer which covers the protocol for link initialisation, flow control, fault detection and link restart.
- Encoding Layer which specifies the data and control characters used to manage the flow of data across a link.
- Physical Layer which defines signal encoding, voltage levels, noise margins and data rates and provides connectors, cables and EMC specifications.
- Management Information Base which defines the status, control and configuration information provided for each of the other layers.
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SpaceWire for Space

SpaceWire is supported by several radiation tolerant ASICs designed for ESA, NASA, JAXA and Roscosmos. Current radiation tolerant devices are capable of up to 200 Mbit/s data signalling rate with a data-rate of 160 Mbit/s per link or 152 Mbit/s bi-directional per link. This level of performance meets the demands of many current and future missions.

Missions using SpaceWire

Missions using SpaceWire include BepiColombo, EarthCARE, Gaia and the Rosalind Franklin Rover from ESA; James Webb Space Telescope, Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter, GOES-RT and SWIFT from NASA; and ASTRO-H, BepiColombo MMO and NeXT from JAXA. There are many other industrial developments of chips, sub-systems and space missions using SpaceWire.

SpaceWire IP

STAR-Dundee Ltd provides a comprehensive range of SpaceWire IP cores including Interface, Router, RMAP Target and RMAP Initiator cores. All of STAR-Dundee’s IP cores are extensively verified and validated in hardware and are compliant to the SpaceWire standard. STAR-Dundee IP cores are widely used across the space industry, including in the SpaceWire 10X Router ASIC (AT7910E) and SpaceWire Remote Terminal Controller ASIC (AT7913E) radiation tolerant chips.

SpaceWire Test and Development

Integration and testing of complex onboard systems is supported by SpaceWire, with ground support equipment plugging directly into the onboard data handling system. Monitoring and testing can be carried out with a seamless interface into the onboard system. A complete range of evaluation, test and development equipment for SpaceWire is available from STAR-Dundee Ltd.

Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Rate</th>
<th>200 Mbit/s line rate with current space qualified technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Media</td>
<td>Electrical using LVDS, up to 10 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further Information on SpaceWire

For further information, contact enquiries@star-dundee.com.